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Islam claims to be both the fastest growing
religion, and also asserts itself to be a
religion of peace, yet almost each and
every day we face a constant steam of news
about human rights abuses committed in
the name of Islam, and that includes
numerous examples of Intolerance,
Misogyny, Homophobia, violence and even
murder, so what are the real facts here?
What is it that motivates people to behave
in a truly abhorrent manner, what exactly is
going on inside their heads? Can we or
should we in fact deploy criticism against
the ideas and beliefs that drive such
actions, especially when the thinking is
cherished as divine in origin and is truly
believed to have been commanded by a
god.
This book tackles these issues
head-on, and starts off by examining the
rather unique challenge faced by those that
dare to criticise Islam, then moves on to
argue that the term Islam is in reality a
rather large umbrella that shelters a vast
diversity of different conflicting thoughts,
and is not in any way a single belief at all.
It will also reveal that the rise of the
internet is having a dramatic impact upon
the belief and is proving to be quite
disruptive. As a result there is a rising tide
of disbelief within many Islamic
communities. Additionally, the primary
source that is accepted almost universally,
the Quran, will be examined and
demonstrated to not be a perfect text at all
as is often claimed, but that it instead
contains a lot of information that is
factually
incorrect,
and
so
this
demonstrates that it is the product of a 7th
century worldview and was not dictated by
a god. There is also one other key point
that is given emphases. Criticism of Islam
is not about the condemnation of a cultural
heritage, but rather is criticism being
deployed specifically against irrational
beliefs that motivate bad behaviour. Like
all humans, the majority of Muslims are
decent honourable people who generally
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strive to live in peace and tolerance, and to
do what is right for themselves, their
family, and all other humans. The criticism
within this book is specifically directed
against the bad ideas that motivate some to
behave in a truly abhorrent and immoral
manner, and so it is that fact-based
criticism that is the essence of this book.
How can a book such as this dare to
criticise a truly cherished belief? Given the
intolerance and violence that is so
pervasive within so many stands of Islamic
thinking, how can it not, how can anybody
possibly remain silent?
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Very disturbing Video from an Islamic conference - Skeptical Science Home Skeptical Bytes. Skeptical Bytes.
Skeptical Bytes. Yes, you have reached my shameless book plug Skeptical Bytes is a Book 2 Criticising Islam.
Islamophobia - What is wrong with this term? - Skeptical Science Aug 2, 2016 This entry was posted in islam
media religion Uncategorized and tagged has sparked a wave of harsh criticism in the Arab and Islamic world.
Islamophobia or fact-based Criticism? - Skeptical Science Aug 18, 2015 are Muslim, but sadly this one has been
greatly abused and is often deployed to shut down valid criticism by attempting to label such criticism Unbound: Life
beyond faith ex-Muslims speak out. - Skeptical Apr 16, 2013 Do not assume that Criticism of Islam, a belief, is also
criticism of Muslims. Most humans, with or without belief, strive to be decent and More Islamist updates from
Goldsmiths ISOC - Skeptical Science Jan 13, 2015 I might not personally be religious, and I may indeed criticise
Islam on a regular basis, but this entire clip is not just raw unadulterated fear Is Islam Violent or is that thought
Islamophobia? - Skeptical Islam claims to be both the fastest growing religion, and also asserts itself to be a religion
of peace, yet almost each and every day we face a constant steam of Skeptical Bytes: Criticising Islam eBook: David
Gamble: Apr 26, 2016 This entry was posted in islam religion society and tagged muslims ready to be offended if a
specific belief garners any form of criticism, and Sex, Lies, and Blog Statistics - the top 5 from 2014 - Skeptical
Science Islam claims to be both the fastest growing religion, and also asserts itself to be a religion of peace, yet almost
each and every day we face a constant steam of There are hints of a new and far better arabic spring - Skeptical
Nov 15, 2013 There is a rather popular myth that extreme views within Islam are the preserve of tiny fringe groups, and
that the vast majority of Muslims do not How should you beat your wife? - Skeptical Science Jan 23, 2011 This entry
was posted in islam religion and tagged Baroness Warsi not even for committing blasphemy but for criticizing a law
that forbade it Islamophobia - Skeptical Science Jan 15, 2015 This entry was posted in islam religion and tagged true
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islam and all criticism of Islamic ideas by attempting to suggest that such criticism is Criticising Atheism from a
position of complete - Skeptical Science Muslims 1. This entry was posted in islam religion and tagged bigotry
criticism Dean Obeidallah Islamophobia Sam Harris on October 2, 2015 by Dave Muslim Disagrees with Sam Harris
and Bill - Skeptical Science Jan 18, 2014 Criticising Islam is now on offer for the very special price of FREE, this is a
special 2 day offer so do grab a copy while it is free. Hey free is Islamic Myths: The extremists are only a tiny Skeptical Science Jan 1, 2015 Skeptical Bytes: Criticising Islam (proved at ?1.02 and free on Islam claims to be both
the fastest growing religion, and also asserts itself to be Skeptical Bytes: Criticising Islam (English Edition) eBook Nov 24, 2011 I am not dumping the scientific inventions or discoveries They are more proof that Islam is the true
religion and Quran is the True of Allah Feb 10, 2015 Satire really is the very best way to criticise absurd ideas in islam
religion and tagged Ayatollah criticism Iran satire Tanasoli on February 10, Skeptical Bytes: Criticising Islam
(English Edition) - Dec 18, 2014 This entry was posted in islam psychology religion and tagged islamists . is a good
start, and for the record, such criticism is not Islamophobia. Skeptical Bytes: Criticising Islam - Kindle edition by
David Gamble Oct 18, 2014 Kashif Chaudhry, an Ahmadiyya Muslim and also a doctor, has also Bill Maher
translation religious guy disagrees with vocal criticism of Islamic Violence - What is the best most effective Skeptical Science Criticism? This entry was posted in islam religion and tagged Ahmadiyya Ayaan Hirsi Ali criticism
Islamophobia Sam Harris on June 24, 2014 by Dave Skeptical Bytes - Skeptical Science Satire really is the very best
way to criticise absurd ideas - Skeptical May 5, 2015 Criticism of Islam is generally deemed to be Bigotry,
Islamophobia, Disrespect and hate, but when Muslims do exactly the same and criticise What do British Muslims
Really Think? - Skeptical Science Feb 22, 2015 This entry was posted in Critical Thinking islam religion and tagged
on the Danish government to pass laws criminalizing criticism of Islam. secularphobia - Skeptical Science Aug 12,
2014 This entry was posted in Activism atheism islam religion and tagged Asif after he publicly criticised Islam and
Sharia law on the internet. Radical Muslim Scholars demand UN impose - Skeptical Science Oct 31, 2013 It comes
from an Islamic conference during a Q&A session. Islam is not a race, and those that criticise daft ideas and silly beliefs
are not racist The rise and rise of Kindle - Skeptical Science May 29, 2016 This entry was posted in islam religion
and tagged domestic beyond any and all criticism and are literally true then absurd directives are often Right now the
book Criticising Islam is FREE - Skeptical Science Skeptical Bytes: Criticising Islam - Kindle edition by David
Gamble. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like Bangladesh
blogger Asif Mohiuddin at #WHC2014 - Skeptical Science Nov 22, 2014 If there was a topic you knew next to
nothing about and perhaps felt negatively about, would you be confident enough to write a newspaper needlessly
provocative or a defence of free - Skeptical Science Dec 10, 2015 The latest updates on the abysmal behaviour of the
Islamic Society at anybody who has the temerity to criticise the ideas they promote by Daft Claim: Proof of Allah is
apparently modern - Skeptical Science Aug 11, 2012 Right now the book Criticising Islam is FREE on Amazon
Kindle FREE Skeptical book on Amazon: How do we know what is really true?. FoxNewsFacts Trends Worldwide
After Fox - Skeptical Science Islam claims to be both the fastest growing religion, and also asserts itself to be a
religion of peace, yet almost each and every day we face a constant steam of
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